Revealing discriminative features, their specific values
and creation of a threshold decision rule (FDR) as syndrome-like construction-in the process of statistical and expert-guided interactive data analysis in the database."
5. Examine ofdecision rule accuracy on the test sample. 6. Examine ofdecision rule stability for users with different qualification levels. 7. Formalization of some expert's feature estimations by using statistics or models of discriminative features to measure feature values directly in the image to replace expert's feature estimations. Developed methods were tested in the task of early differential diagnosis of solitary pulmonary nodules. One hundred processed lung tomograms (60 malignant and 40 benign nodule) was described by skilled expert and used for FDR creation. FDR tests involved 4 experts with different skill levels and 250 processed images with small (up to 2 cm in size) nodules.
RESULTS
The tests showed that proposed methods have improved image analysis and interpretation for the experts of different qualifications. In particular, the accuracy of initial image interpretation by skilled expert was 80%, on the base of processed images-94%, while FDR accuracy was 96%. For the young radiologist who only learned to describe image features and couldn't interpret the data FDR gave the accuracy of 88%. The proposed statistics helped to realize unbiased expert-independent part of image descriptions and gave FDR accuracy equal to 96%.
Proposed methods were useful for correct diagnosis of small radiographically indeterminate pulmonary opacities, helped to handle, noisy and incomplete data, obtained on image examination by radiologists.
